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Mobile phone Smartwatch

Tangible User Interface



computing is made to appear anytime and anywhere

ubiquitous computing

if everything is a computer,
everything will also sense user input
and everything will be a display for output

“The most profound technologies are those that disappear. 
They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until 
they are indistinguishable from it.”

Mark Weiser
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how can we prototype this to 
make everything in our surrounding appear to be a display?



projection 
as a place holder for freeform screens



Foldable display?

Tracking with infrared (IR) LEDs
Display with a projector 

Goal is to simulate the flexible 
display interaction when 
technology is not ready yet



UIST 08
Lee et.al.
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Foldable display?



how does this work?

UIST 08
Benko et.al.

No Master User Position or Orientation

Visible Content Changes with Position and 
Height

Smooth Transition Between Vertical and 
Horizontal Surfaces

Borderless, but Finite Display

Sphere display?



Cold mirror: reflects the entire visible light 
spectrum while very efficiently transmitting 
infrared wavelengths



Foldable display



Skin as display?



Skin as display?

UIST 11
Harrison et.al.



Kinect + projector



Skin as display?



do not limit your imagination 
to what is available in terms of technology right now.

in HCI we often prototype interface concepts 
before the hardware / software becomes available…

we move very quickly (and also learn from the history)…



so how far are we with display tech?
let’s look at where we came from…

(1957)

cathode ray tube (CRT)
(1957)

split-flap display 
(1961)

flip-disc display 
(1968)

light-emitting diode (LED)
(1968)

stroboscopic display
(1969)

braille display / pin screen

(1971)

liquid crystal display
(1974)

electro-luminescent (EL)
(2004)

e-ink
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(1957)

cathode ray tube (CRT)



monochrome cathode ray tubes



image is created line by line

beam consists of negatively charged 
electrons

electromagnets steer the beam to the 
correct location

screen is coated with phosphor that lights 
up when hit

cathode ray tube (CRT):





1963: Ivan Sutherland’s Light Pen on CRT

Light Pen

when CRT beam hits the light pen, the pen 
senses the light changes and notifies the 
computer about the exact timing

since CRT scans display line by line, one pixel at 
a time, the computer can infer the pen's position 
from the latest timestamp



in HCI we develop interaction concepts that work across technology

the light pen does no longer work on today’s screen,
but the interaction concept remains.



(1957)

split-flap display 
(1961)

flip-disc display 



1957 split flap display (electro-mechanical)



The characters are split between two flaps

the flaps are hinged on a rotating spool

there's a catch at the top to keep the upper flap from falling down



http://www.instructables.com/id/Split-Flap-Display/



1961 flip-disc display (electro-magnetic)







coil

magnet



how would you build a equivalent 
“light pen” input for this?



(1968)

stroboscopic display



1960s stroboscopic displays:
 rotating cylinder, but it appears to be standing still!



series of intense light flashes at specific intervals
emitted onto an object that rotates at high speed
makes the object appear to stand still
if you have one flash per turn, you see the actual number of fan blades

stroboscopic effect



Art installation 



UIST 17
Yamada et.al.

Floating sphere display



What if we apply to objects with different textures?



yes this is real wool and real felt.
any idea how this works?





UIST 16
Yoshida et.al.

Rendering shape with real material

Remix real physical objects



(1969)

braille display / pin screen



1969 braille display for the blind and visually impaired



much later 1994: HyperBraille 
 (allows blind users to browse the internet)





What if we scale it up?



was the inspiration for some newer tech…



this is very expensive… $10,000+
how would you build a cheaper tactile interactive display?



swell paper



create black line drawing put in heater
only black lines 
attract heat & swell

-> 



swell paper + laser cutter (almost 0% power + defocus)

Can we make the “display” refreshable?



use a 3D printer!

CHI 16
Swaminathan et.al.

Printed lines offer haptic 
feedback

Large space so no need 
for fast refresh rate

Printed line can be 
removed off



(1971)

liquid crystal display



liquid crystal display



optical filter 
lets light waves of a specific polarization pass 
blocks light waves of other polarizations

polarizer

liquid crystals acts as a polarizer switch!



Light panel

Polarizer 1

Polarizer 2

RGB pixels



Light panel

Polarizer 1

Polarizer 2

RGB pixels

Liquid crystals
twisted the light 90 degree naturally



Liquid crystals
twisted the light 90 degree naturally

Light panel

Polarizer 1

Polarizer 2

RGB pixels

when electricity applied, molecules realigned
that light will not be twisted 

control the electricity changes the amount of the light



(1974)

electro-luminescent (EL)



electroluminescent display: also uses phosphor!
 —> no more electron beam, instead apply electricity directly



Why EL display?



https://www.adafruit.com



phosphor

transparent conductive layer
(ITO)

dielectric

conductive layer
(silver ink)

phosphor

4-layer sandwich structure
Top and bottom electrodes act as a capacitor
Apply high voltage and low current AC, phosphor emits photons



mask layer

squeeze material through

use screen printing to make them
 (2D inkjet printing and 3D printing them is still hard)



Prototyping ubiquitous display

UIST 14
Olberding et.al.





Prototyping ubiquitous display



Stretchable display
EL embedded in silicone

UIST 16
Wessely et.al.



conformal displays

CHI 17
Weigel et.al.



How to scale up? (like for room-scale interactions?)



CHI 20
Wessely et.al.





electroluminescence is also used in OLEDs



EL displays concept, but organic instead of inorganic phosphors 



zooming out…



computing is made to appear anytime and anywhere
ubiquitous computing:

if everything is a computer,
everything will also sense user input
and everything will be a display for output

Special thanks to Prof. Stefanie Mueller. These slides are largely based on hers.



Optional readings

CHI 20
Wessely et.al. CHI 17

Weigel et.al.


